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The winter blues, or cabin fever, are often characterized by a locked-indepressed feeling. Illustration by John Walradt.
Beating the. Boise blues
Weekendfun seekersjind rejugejrom winterblahs
PIRGpetitioh .update/See page12.
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by Jeff Kline
The University News
To combat the wini~rtime blues, the best
thing to do is get out of town for the
three-day weekend, forget abut school for a
few days, and concentrate on having fun.
One good place to go on a student budget
is McCall. McCall offers everything you
need to cure depression: good skiing,
snowmobiling, beautiful scenery, and good
food.
If you need aplace to stay and equipment
you might want to rent ahead of time,
things go much more smoothly. Hotel
rooms in McCall average $35-$45per night
for two people. Phone books, which are
handy in finding a place to suit your taste
and budget, can be found in the reference
room on the first floor of the library.
Medley's sporting goods in McCall has
snowmobiles at $6O/dayand$40/half day.
Advance reservation is usually necessary.
Maps, safety instructions and suggestions
are also available at Medley's. Medley's
toll-free number is (800)821-6072.
According to Curt Rounds, an employee
of Medley's, McCalloffers some of Idaho's
best snowmobiling. Groomed trails are
safest if you are not familiar with the area,
he says.
After a day of snowmobiling you might
want tospend a quiet evening relaxing. For
an inexpensive evening, try burgers and
beer at Lardo's in "downtown" McCall.
The food is good, and the prices aren't
outrageous.
If snowmobilingisn't your thing, McCall
offers a choiceof downhill or cross-country
skiing. If you. have the money to spend,
Brundage Mountain has excellent downhill
skiing. Lift tickets cost$14/day, $ll/half
day. .
Rental skis cost $15 for a weekend rental
or $8 for one day, at Brundage. If you
prefer cross-country, the BSU Outdoor
Activities Center .can set you, up with an
entire cross-country ski package for $3.50 a
day. Medley's back in McCall, has maps
and information on trails.
If everyone. you' know is' planning a
McCall trip and you want to be cliffer~nt,
Lowman .is excellent for cross-country
skiing, 'snowshoeing; and-sightseeing,
While you are skiing and snowshoeing,
watch for the deer and elk that, frequent the
Kirkham hotsprings are located north of
Lowman. It may be a little cold getting in
arid out, but the wafer is great. To avoid
.hypertherrnia, don't stay in too long and
don't drink alcohol.
For those who want to get away for the
weekend and do somethingromantic, try
spending the weekend ill the Ellsworth Inn
in Hailey.
The Ellsworth Inn is a bed and breakfast
inn, designed' to give the guest a taste of
British and New England charm. The
owners, Sonja Tarnay and Carol Kavalaris,
have remodeled an old home to resemble
and Old English inn, complete with silver
tea services and antique furniture.
The inn-offerseight bedrooms, each with
a private bath. Four public rooms are
decorated to "create the feeling of people
coming into a very gracious private
home--an English country house," accord-
ing to Tarnay.
Breakfast is served buffet style in the
dining room every morning. Tea is served
every afternoon between 3 and 5. Lunch
and dinner are not servedat the inn because
Sun Valley already has too many good
restaurants to choose from, Tarnay says.
The Ellsworth Inn charges $55 to $85 a
night, which is comparable to other inns in
the Ketchum-Sun Valley area. In addition,
weekend meals will run from $30.to $40.
While in the area, try out the skiing and
sightseeing that Sun Valley offers, or rent
snowshoesand photograph the great winter
scenery.
. If fresh air and exercise won't alleviate
your wintertime blues, perhaps a weekend
of gambling and drinking will help. The
Elko FunBus may be your answer.
Carstensen Travel offers overnight trips
to ElkQ,Nevada, for SIB.SO.The package
includes a round-trip bus,ride and room for
two at some Elko motels•
According to Butch Carstensen of
Carstensen Travel, the Elko package also
includes $5 in coins, a keno ticket, and a'
continental breakfast. In addition, a
hostess servesmixersduring. thetrip down.
.You have to provide Yourown booze.
The bus leaves' Boise at 9 a.m; on
. Saturday and returns to .Boise at 6:30
. Sunday .evening. Reservations and
informationrare available by calling
Carstensen Travel, 344-3233.'
¥ooeJ,y· weather
by KellyLove and ValerieMead
TheUniversity News
So you say that you're having a day akin
to the "milk commercial;" You overslept,'
you're late for class, the professor hates
your guts and you say it doesn't matter?
You too are experiencing the dreaded and
c1inicallyundefined "blahs."
According to Barbara Olson, Counselor
at the BSUCounseling and Testing Center,
there appears to be a definite season for
outbreaks of the "blahs," otherwise known
as "cabin fever." The situation in Boise is
exasperated by a temperature inversion -
the 'situation that occurs when a layer of
cold air is trapped in the valleywith warmer
air above it. According to Dr. Martin
Seidenfeld (Dr. Marty), a Boise psycho-
logist, this creates an excessof positive ions
in the air which scientists "believe cause
irritability 'among people. Seidenfeld says
that there is some connection between
regions with frequent air inversions and
higher suicide rates. _
Olson says that the weather has a lot to
do with our moods and gray weather, the
kind experiencedin Boiseduring the winter
months, has its effects on people.
But the situation is not hopeless. Both
Seidenfeld and Olson maintain that the
"blahs" can be dealt with. "The key.is,"
according to Olson, "to remember the .
things that make you happy and do them."
"She says that whilewe may not be able to
control the weather, we can control our
moods and actions.
.area. In fact you may want to take your
camera for a few snapshots.
, Lowman is located approximately 70
milesfrom Boise, about 33.milespast.Idaho
City on. Highway 21. The road is usually
clear, but take chains in case the weather
turns bad. ""
Limited lodging Isavallable in Lowman.
If you like cold,youmay want to try'
snowcamplng. The Outdoor -Activities
Center has tents available Jo· rent. '.Snow
shoesfromtheOAC cost SI.S0 a day.
RENT A' WASHER or DRYER
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-Camnus news
Catnpus briefs: Nurturing roleschallenge men
.~
by Bill Sharp
The University News
they do not learn nurturing skills ..
. "Loving someone isa way of communi-
cating," Giveans continued. "If we cut a
child off from touching and other loving
gestures we are cutting them off from an
awful lot. It isimportantto allow children
to physically communicate with you."
Though traditional, masculinity dom-
inates society today, there are indications
that changes are at hand. Giveans says the
image of nurturing men is being presented
to society through subliminal messages in
advertisements on television and film
dedications.
"Change is taking place," he says, but
"change is slow. It comes from within and
moves outward. Men are at the edge of a
tidal wave of change in their identity as
men."
Giveans said recent statistics indicate that
by the year 1990, 80070 of American women
will be in the work force, and he doubts
that a shift to men as the primary nurturers
would char-ge the structure of the nuclear
family.
He said, however, that if the nuclear
family is to survive at all, "We must
recognize a more expanded role for both
sexes."
"We canno longer contain the mother or
father image, We can no longer carry a 21st
century family representing the 19th
century," he added.
Today, six out of ten marriages end in
divorce, Givean said, placing greater
numbers of men in nurturing roles. In order
to function as bi-nuclear (single parent)
families, Giveans said, he feels we must
learn to let the children help us.
Children have been affected less than
adults by societies demands, Giveans said,
and they can provide us with many of the
answers we need in order to learn nurturing
skills. "Children are born with empty slate
boards," Giveans said. "Adults make all
the entries."
~~'~~t~rsi~~~~&J
~Fi~~; . ·..nS~f'·'~<Intr9aucMn, -:
•.~icrQC()InputetssemUiar,will;.,e,¢ond# .,:
by; ·th~ ..•'BSlJ.':profess~onaJ· DeveJoj)rne1u •.
l)rogramsbeginning.Fe~;··13\and'~o~thi\i~'
ill.S0n· Feb; 27,:March iJ2;Aprll·.· 2; .'.and.:
Apri130. .'.•.'-. •.......•..•..::",\"',:.,> ..,
.'Cost for each 9f th~ five~~lasssemiitars is '
.$1()O~l':or.registration infohDatiqn;call-'the
.'Professional Development Programs office
at 385-1126. .
Leadershlp·.···setiiinar··.
Aleadership seminar ..for s~u~ent orgart-
izationswilI be held Feb. 22 in the SUB. the
seminar •is' open' to all.BSU students and"
clubs and. willc,over.topics such as goal
settingandbrainsiormiitg: for ideas,stress"
management and .fundraising, and .well' as
budgetpreparations. . '. . .
Formore information or to register.
contact the Student Activities Officeon'the
second floor .of the SUB,or ca.1I385- 1223.
The foremost challenge for men in
today's society is learning to show their
love in the face of social opposition, that
according to David Giveans, teacher and
Director at the Pacific Arts Childrens
Center in San Francisco.
Giveans was in -Boise to speak at the
Young Childrens Conference and held an
informal discussion on' "Men in Nurturing
Roles" at the YWCA in Boise, Feb. 2.
. "Everyone has love feelings and we must
share them if we are to be nurturing
persons," said Giveans. According to him,
men are taught as children, to be strong and
not show their emotions. The' fear and
intolerance of homosexuality, known as
homophobia, undermines a child's concept
of themselves and their society. Giveans
says that by not allowing boys to play with·
dolls, and other traditionally femiriine toys,
Entrepreneur at conference
'by Bill Barrett
The University News
Boise entrepreneur R.J. Sampson, of
R.J.' Sampson International spoke about
Idaho's stake in foreign trade before the
Idaho Council for Economic Education
Thursday in the SUB's Lookout Room.
R.J. Sampson. International. is .a private,
export management firm that operates
exclusively under the entrepreneurship of
proprietor R.J. Sampson. .
Sampson claims his firm is an original,
one-of-a-kind operation with no other
independent competition in Idaho. He is an
intermediary for the products maker and
the foreign investor or purchaser.
. The purpose of the session was to
educate elementary and secondary school
teachers about current methods of U.S.!
foreign trade relations.
Dr. Gerald Draayer, executive director of
the Idaho Council for Economic Ed-
ucation, is holding the sessions to monitor
concern for economic education in public
schools. "We think it's lacking, therefore
we exist," he says.
"Idaho does have extensive trade with
foreign countries," Draayer says, noting
wheat, seeds, lentils and potatczs as some
of the primary foods Idaho exports. Boise
Cascade (lumber products) and Morrison
Knudson are examples of major exporters
in Idaho's foreign trade,. Draayer says.
The conference intended to emphasize
trade with Japan, although Sampson's
'address did not focus on Japan except as
one example of ~ trade investor's target.
statistics, agriculture played a large role in
Idaho's export economy, with 1.3 billion
dollars in exports and employing about
14,000 people. This figure accounts for
direct exports, Sampson says. He states
that it's impossible to identify indirect
exports because Idaho products sold whole-
'sale within the United States are not
tracked in terms of whether they are resold
within the United States or exported.
"We're severely disadvantaged when it
comes to state-sponsored programs,"
Like U.S. procedures, private trade
. industry in foreign markets is also govern-
ment regulated Sampson says. According
to Draayer, Sampson is in the business of
"encouraging firms that would never have
considered foreign trade,"
Draayer, however, did not talk about
Idaho's agricultural economic trade with
Japan. Sampson says the Japanese use
potatoes ina variety of ways, but the export
value of potatoes has shrunk dramatically
in the past couple of years, as has Japan's
economy--thus they can't afford to buy
right now, Sampson said.
Sampson cited an example of a firm in
southern Idaho which, in 1981, produced
about twenty million pounds of potato
flakes. The Japanese have purchased large
quantities of potatoes in all forms, from the
U.S. Sampson said the southern Idaho firm
exported half their product in that year.
However, "this year they've exported less
than one percent," Sampson said. '
Sessions were also held in· Nampa,
Pocatello, Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene
throughout the month of February.
Spring break,~rip
The BSP' Student Activities ~d .navel'
Club is sponsoring!l. spring break trip to"
Seattle, Washington~ The trip is scheduled
from March 23.' to March' 28 . and Will
include five.ttigQtsof lodging.ai ·the·.
downtownYMCAt access to the ,YMCA's"
· faCUities and.roundtrlp trariSportation ~e~
; tween Boise arid seattle.,:;,;.'.>, •
I Thetripcosts $85 and ,a $40. deposit is
required atregistratiQn; The trip is limite<!
to 25 people and th.e'balance· of. the cost
must be paid in'fullbY-Mllrcli9.Formo~·
information,contacdli:eStudeiit Activities·
.Office on'thesecODd f1oor~fiheSUB; or~.can 385-1223. ' . ': ,< ,>::';' ,
t
\
i
f
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The BSUchapter of Delta Epsilon Chi .
(the mid~management marketingslub)wiU
be sponsoring a twelve month' food drive.
The produce will be used to help several
families in this area durirlg Ch.ristmas 1984.
Delta Epsilon Chi feels thatby.maki~~this
Ii .year-long campaign .:it:will belprelllIhd.
ev~ryone'O[ the Clu1st1l!as spiritall·.year .
insteadofsitrtply: a couple.ofmont~s
around the holiday season. They ~Dcourage
.contributions. on non-perishable foods or
· cash donations. DEC also extends a
challenge to other. clubs. aildorganizations
to aid them In their: drive or to organize a
community service project. '
For contributions or more information
contact: Ed Summers, 376-5170 or Shirley·
Thiemann, 386-9243. -
B"ise entrepreneur R.J. Sampson speaks at
trade conference. Photo by Russ P. Markus
Draayer notes that case studies have shown
"fantastic inroads" into viable Japanese
marketplaces.
Sampson offered some figures to
exemplify Idaho's stake in the economic
trade. In 1980, according to Sampson's
ASBSU Senate does business
Financial aid voted in favor of the motion to use senatefunds for reimbursing Huddleston.
Huddleston said after the meeting that he
thought his having voted on the issue was a
conflict of interest, but that he had put his
trust in the Senate offices. "If I was voting
on someone else's racket then I would vote
for it," he said.
Sen. Dennis White, Education, who had
some books stolen from the Senate offices
during the 1982 fall semester, arranged for
contributions from the other senators to
help pay fora new racket. .
In othe~ action the Senate approved the
appointment of Jamie Givens as cliair-
woman of· the' Student Program Board's
Lecture committee, contingent upon con-
firmation from the Registrar that she meets
G.P.A. requirements. .
Givens is a junior from Melba, Idaho
majoring in history and was appointed by
ASBSU President Deanna Weaver.
In unanimous .voice votes the senate
established. guidelines by which service
awards can bemade. AservIce award is a
scholarship for service to student govern-
ment. The senate also passed a resolution
requiring representatives of each campus
club to attend a meeting where funding
proceedures will be explained. .
The senate's regularly scheduled
meetings are a ~aucus in the senate office~
Monday at 3:35 p.m. and the regular
meeting in the Senate Chambers
Wednesday at 3:35 p.m. Both meetings are
open .to the public.
by Paul Pugmire
The University News
Students. Boise area residents and
parents of prospective students can learn
more' about financial aid programs.at BSH ..
· in a seri~s of 1I.sessioris runnirigthr,?~g"
Feb. 29th .. '.' ................••. '.' .........•.
". MeetingslastfrorP ~Oto 45 minutes and .
·.will be'conducted' irithe ''I'l=to~J~P9mt
'~ond floor of theSUB:' •.. :' •........•...~>.;:
'.'. Infoinl~ti()~~·1,le'$Upp~~'(mJqil~··o~':;
·..·fi.riari:9lil\'#~.·;~~~~abl~iSelf8i~IM~r'~·:~p.P~~J
caq()n·p ..~ilti:S.atldotherrmllJ1~aL!Ud ;.'·m···· ~., .. . '.;'..
The ASBSU Senate refused to be an
"insurance company" with student funds
Wednesday by denying a request to
reimburse Sen. Brent Huddleston, Vo-
Tech, for a racquetball racket that was
stolen from the senate offices recently.
In debate prior to the 5-3 vote defeating
the request, Sen. Rick Farnsworth, Busi:
ness, said that it is "not the senate's job to
be an insurance company". and that it
would be improper to use student funds to
buy a new racket. . .
If this were done, Sen. Mike Villarreal,
Business, said after the meeting, it could
open the way for similar requests.
"I believe it· would set a bad precedent
for anyone that got something ripped-off,"
he said. "It's kind ot like forcing tbe
students to contribute (to replacing
Huddleston's racket) ,against their will."
Huddleston, Sen. Dave Ball,Health-
Science, and Sen. Mike Kruse, Vo-Tech,
Senate
Y',
Editor's note: In addition to covering
Spring Elections. The University News will
be reporting on the business meetings 0/ the
ASBSUSenate throughout spring semester.
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I The Goldrush is on-Army ROTC Scholarships iI· ~~. I! Dr. Keiser, BSU President Army ROTC Greg Metzgar, Business Major, 3 year ~
~ ROTC has much to offer. It will prepare h 1 h. winner ..... ~
� you for a responsible position in the active SC 0 ars IpS Being accepted for an Army ROTC ~ ~
� military or reserves as a commissioned f Scholarship rook a lot of the pressures of lIS • ~
~ officer. This program provides valuable payor: school off my shoulders. Now I can just _ ~' ~
~ experience for any future endeavor be if in concentrate on my studies and become ~
~ business, industry, or public service . :~::,;~:"~:::'h'~~:;:h:.~~~·~.~~:'.:fI!I
'i come from. ~ II .I ~
� 'FEES II 'LUMP SUM ~
~ Dr. Keppler, Dean-schoolofarts&sciences PAYMENT.BOOKS ~:~~:~y Showers, History Major, 3 year I
~ The Army ROTC Program at Boise State ON H ~ ~
~ University provides an excellent oppor- $100.00 M T LY Receiving an Army ROTC Scholarship is ~
~ tunity to develop leadership skills. an Important step in achieving my goals of . ".', !
~ It is also an opportunity for the a college education and an officers com- ~
~ individual citizen to provide for the mission in the United States Army. ~i- ~~~~~~t~~~~~s~~u~~~~ed in the Pre- I ..... ~~ ,.yiiJiil,'~II ~~ II ~
I Phillip L Boren, LOS Institute Director F' licati Doreen Heinrich, communications major !~ or app ications, ~
~ My son is a junior in high school. Through ROTC I have gained many ~.
~ Universities and colleges are sending him contact CPT fnends, and experienced things which ~
~ information. As we have reviewed his would not have been possible if I had not ~
~ - options, one we are strongly considering is taken the first step of applying for a ~
~ the availability of ROTC on campus Bob (Goldstriker) Hillan scholarship. .~
~ because of our belief that there are some at 385.3500 ~
~ things' worth protecting ... freedom, home ~
~ and country. I
~ ~
~ ~
&.., J
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Put yourself
inhis place.
Alone in the middle of the night. Facing an emer-
gency. And the only available telephone is out of
order. ._ .__..__ _ .
Youwouldn't want to trade places with him.
But someday you may be forced to. Because no-
body bothered to tell us a phone was broken.
This shouldn't happen to anyone. So please,
write down the number of a damaged or out of
order pay phone. And report it at the first oppor-
tunity to our repair service. The number is listed in
the Customer Guide at the front of the White Pages.
We'll come out and fix the phone right away.
Before someone has a desperate need for it.
Someone like you.
fur theway you live.
@
Mountain Bell
I
Academic·.!!·.·&A
Dykstra talks on computer ..assisted learning
by Jeff Kline
The UnJversityNews
Dr. Dewey Dykstra, assistant professor
of physics, is the person most responsible
for the Arts and Sciences Computer
Assisted Learning Center that opened on
campus last October.
ASCALC, located in room 339' of the
Science-Nursing building, is used primarily
to give the student the opportunity to get
tutoring help without the need to tie up
faculty time, according to Dykstra.
University News reporter Jeff Kline
talked to Dykstra about ASCALC and the
future use of computers in education.
Q: How is the computer-assisted learning
center used to help the student?
ASCALC is available to any student who is
taking arts and sciences courses. Everybody
has to take arts and sciences courses; and
any student may find in the future that
there is some component of the course that
involves coming over and learning some-
thing from the computers about that
subject area. .
. WI<.aren't particularly in the business of
teaching people to use the computers or
teaching programming, but we are more
interested in teaching computer literacy.
Primarily we are involved in applying the
technology of micro-computers to the
process of learning about a given area of
study.
A neat thing about this system is that the
student doesn't have to worry about taking
up hours and hours of the instructor's time.
The student is anonymous to the computer,
so .they don't' have to worry about
displaying "ignorance" about a subject.
We have a series of programs that teach
the topics in introductory physics, chemis-
try, political science, math; sociology and
music.
The programs work in one of two ways.
One is to present the student with
information and to ask questions along the
way. The other is to present styles of
solving problems in a given subject and
then take the student through a step-by-step
process of solving a problem.
The system is arranged so the student
doesn't necessarily have to know how to
use a computer to use the ASCALC
system. We use a menu-listing process that
allows the student access to the software by
typing in the basic log-on code.
You then are presented with a list of
subjects to choose from. There is usually
someone present to help students get
started, but it is actually very easy to use.
Q: Wbat are the plans for tbe use of tbe
computer-assisted learnIng center Intbe
future?
A: We want to continue to expand the use
of the center to allow more students to have
access to the facilities. This almost necessi-
tates a move to larger quarters.
Arts and Sciences' ultimate desire is that
there be a university-wide center, but at this
point none of the other schools have quite
gotten into this sort of program so it isn't
yet a university-wide effort.
Once we demonstrate its viability, other
programs will want to get involved. At that
point there will be more cooperation
between departments and we will be able to
expand. .
I tl*lk the pressure of having to do more
with less will eventually show the need for a
university-wide program such as this. The
I-.~.IH_:~.. ., 1&1 • Polltlcol Qctlvlsm Qt. DSU
~ • Dueling Genesis revieW's
. '.. • The rigors ofgol,f exposedZ ....... ..Dr •.Helen CQldlcottspe.CIiks
"'111... .::
...U ()..•. ::I..
AHD.~:~
Dewey Dykstra shows students how to use the Arts and Sciences Computer Assisted Learning Center. Photo by Russ P. Markus
just the normal competition of human
endeavor, the computer gives one an
advantage, especially with the emphasis on
what people do being more and more
centered on' the manipulation of informa- .
tion and ideas.
All kinds. of improvements and expan-
computer is not a complete substitute for
people, but it's a pretty decent substitute
for a lot of the time that an insturctor might
spend with students. ;
It offers the student something vie can't
give them otherwise because we are not able
to enlarge the facuIty.
something the secretary did, but recently we
have discovered that the word processor is
actually a more powerful tool in the hands
of the person composing the material.
It makes the process of editing and
changing things almost painless compared
to what is used to be.so that you can afford
to rearrange things to get the best finished
product.
Q: Dr. Keiser recently proposed an addition
to the University Catalogue that would
make it mandatory for all graduating
students to demonstrate the ability to use
the computer in one's field of study. Do
you think this Is a feasible idea?
A: The best way to do something like that
would be to integrate a computer study
class into an existing course that is a
requirement is a given field. A lot of
departments' are doing this already, so it
won't create any major changes.
I don't think you elm create one exam or
class that everyone would be required to
take, because the use of computers varies
over different fields. What is important is
how you use a computer in English, for
example, is very different than how you
might use it in physics.
On the other hand, there are some
similarities too. Everybody has to write,
has to communicate in written form, so
probably everyone is going to need to learn
something about word processing and how
to use the computer as a tool to compose
,written communications.
.What is envisioned by proponents of the
. catologue addition is that each department
present to the curriculum committee a plan
to introduce the use of the computer to,
:solve significantintellectual problems in the
given area.
"We aren't particularly
teaching' people - to use
teaching programming, but we are more
interested in teaching computer literacy. "
in the business of
the. computers or
sion of abilities of the computer, especially
microcomputers, will allow people .to be
better abie to compose words, to compose
music, to compose dance and to do all
kinds of things where you have to
manjpulate ideas.
People are constantly. dreaming up new
ways to have the computer help .. They are
improving the interaction between people'
and computers so that it is even easier to
integrate the computer into everyday tasks.
An example of this is word processing.
We used to think of word processing as
The only thing that would be better than
a computer learning center is to enlarge the
faculty. Well, we can't do that, but we can
buy equipment of this sort that is a
semi-substitute for more faculty.
Q: How will computers be used in
education in tbe future?
A: In general, computers are going to be
used as a tool to figure things out. They
already are, and the people that are using.
them are getting a definite advantage over.
those who aren't.
In the competition for the job market, or
•
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Entrepreneurs ·to "create majority of jobs
Jim Owen, Boise entrepreneur; helps a customer at' Nina Mae's. Photo by Karl Enochs
by Bill Sharp
The University News
Successful entrepreneurs have to be
skilled, organized, and committed, accord-
ing to Melvin Miller, Executive Director of
the Oklahoma State University Entre-
preneurship Education and Training
Project.
Miller addressed the Entrepreneurship
Conference at BSU on Feb. 2 and 3. He
says the United States is moving toward
and entrepreneural society. In the long run,
Miller said, income for labor is going to
come from small business.
Last year 80 percent of new employment
was provided by businesses employing less
than 20 people, he said.
The OSU project is designed to help
educators develop and refine students'
entrepreneurial skills. The design relies
heavily on industry and government for the
opportunities to develop those skills, Miller
said.
The BSU School of Vocational Technical
Education provides its students with the
craft skills they need to start their oW!1
businesses, said Donald Healas, Dean of
Vo-Tech. All of the instructors at Vo-Tech
need skills in industry and business, Healas
says.
In the past this knowledge was applied as
the instructors saw the need, and Healas
hopes to develop a network of support for
students based on input from individuals
and agencies.
Healas knows that the Vo-Tech program
needs help in providing students with the
business skills that entrepreneurship
requires. To fill this need Healas has asked
for the cooperation of the College of
Business. He says students interested in
starting their own businesses will, probably
need to have skills in management, finance,
accounting, resources and others.
To start doing something, the entre-
preneur must be able to produce a detailed
business plan and have the patience to see
those plans through, says Jim Owen, a-
Boise entrepreneur. Owen is owner and
manager of the Hyde Park restaurant, Nina
Mae's.
Owen sees Idaho's population and
wealth per capita providing many
opportunities for new businesses. His own
business history reflects this. understanding.
Owen has been active in opening businesses
in Boise since 1975.
His entrepreneurial experience includes:
Editor. of Idaho Heritage magazine,
Publisher of Northwest America magazine,
Producer of the Idaho Shakespeare
postponed that opening time.
Healas is enthusiastic about oppor-
tunities for entrepreneurs in Idaho. "I
think the state is ripe," he said. A person
starting a smallbusiness here can do so with
less expense than a person starting one in
the mid-west, for example, he said.
The reason Owen sees people getting into
business is because of the excitement.
, Basically, people with the entrepreneur
spirit "have a great desire to do something
out of the ordinary," he said.
Own has adopted the philosophy of work
to satisfy yourself, and don't think about
the money. "Success is what you give
yourself," he said.
Festival, and part owner of the Cafe Rose.
To have patience, organization and
"intestinal fortitude" are three important
abilities Owen stresses for those who wish
to start their own business; With the many
tasks involved in business one cannot
always follow pre-set time tables. "You
have to be flexible," says Owen. This
means being willing to change- the plan due
to such things as suppliers, markets or the
economy.
Owen's latest project is requiring a lot of
patience. He plans to renovate a 30,000
square foot warehouse into a cabaret bar,
theatre complex and 100 seat diner. The
project plans called for a March 1984
opening, but unexpected delays have
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Oregon, Idaho and Montana, only
Montana is left unrepresented, according to
Kreider.
It has not been determined how the
scholarship funds would be distributed,
since BSU has never won in regional
competition. "A formal policy has never
been established," said Kreider. "We'll
cross that bridge when we come to it."
Kreider said the regional winners go to a
national competition around Memorial
Day. He added that this year's finals and
maybe the semi-finals will be broadcast live
on NBC.
The team that is representing BSU has' six
members which include the winning team
and two other players, and all of them will
get to play at least one game in the double
elimination tournament.
The players are: Karl Vogt, Mike
Albright and Richard lung from "debate,"
Nick Powers from ROTC, Diana Manilla
from "Debate Too," and Bob Bertheau
from "Pauling's Players."
Manilla is replacing Mike Villareal of
~ "Debate," who can't make the Tacoma
trip because of previous committments,
according h) Jung.
Campus brief
team were second and third in the eight
team competition. . .
From the competition six players were
chosen to represent BSU in regional play.
The regionals will take place Feb. 18 and
19 at the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma, Washington,
The team will travel in a BSU van with
Jim Kreider, who is the campus Student
Activities advisor and RegionalCoor-
dinator of College Bowl.
BSU's team will be one of ten in the
region vying for scholarship funds. In a
region t'".dLincludes Alaska, Washington,
College Bowl
by Jeff Morris
The University News
"Debate" was the name of the winning
team in BSU's College Bowl competition
this year. "Debate Too" and the ROTC
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Thursday, February 16
BSU Jazz Festival, high school competition
in afternoon, Morrison Center, free,
Uptown Express,. SUB Ballroom, 8: 15
p.rn., tickets $6.
Exhibit, paper works by Lorna Obermayer,
Art Attack Gallery, 409 S. 8th St., 9 a.m. to
5 p.m., through March 12, free.
Opening Night, A Coupla White Chicks
Sitting Around Talking, The Club. for
Women, 300 Main St., 8:15 p.m., tickets
$3.
Opening Night, The Glass Menagerie,
Subal Theatre, 8 p.m., tickets $3.50.
Poetry Reading, Bonnie Hirsch and Jane
Newby, Boise Public Library, 7 p.rn., free.
Friday, February 17
Black Film Festival, Putney Swope,' Ed.
Bldg., room i12, 7 p.rn., tickets $2.50
general, $1 BSU students and personnel
and senior citizens.
Saturday, February 18
American Festival Ballet, accompanied by
Gene Harris trio, Boise High School
Auditorium, 8 p.m., tickets $7 to $15 for
adults and $4 to $15 for children.
Black Film Festival, Ed. Bldg., room 112,
The Sky isGrey, I HaveA Dream: The Life
of Martin Luther King, and A Well Spent
Life, 7 p.m., free.
Sunday, February 19
Guitar Society Spring Concert, SPEC, 8:15
p.m., call music department, 385-1771 for
ticket information.
Black Film Festival, Ed. Bldg., room 112,
Chisolm: Pursuing the Dream and Right
Onl, 7 p.rn., tickets $2.50 general, $1 for
senior citizens and BSU students and
personnel.
American Festival Ballet, accompanied by
the Gene Harris Trio, Boise High School
auditorium, 2 p.m., tickets $7 to $15 for
adults, $4 to $15 for children.
Monday, February 20
Presidents' Day Holiday', no classes.
Tuesday, February 21
. One week after St. Valentine's day [reallyl]
Wednesday, February 22
BSU 10th Anniversary luncheon, Lookout,
SUB.
Accounting presentation, "How to Obtain
Employment with and Advancement in the
IRS," Bill Jacobs, IRS district director, 7
'p.m., Lookout, SUB.
Top'tube'
, .
Thursday, February 16
8:00 p.m. The FUmFlam Man, George
C. Scott, Michael Sarrazin, Harry Morgan.
An experienced con man teaches an AWOL
youth the art of fleecing people .by using
their natural greed against them, KAID-4.
8:00 p.m, Legend of the Lost,John
Wayne, Sophia' Loren, Rossano Brazzi,
Two men and' one woman search for
treasure in a lost city in the Sahara Desert,
. KTRV-12.
Friday, February 17
9:00 p.m, Inside Story, "Good Copy •..
Bad Medicine?" Press coverage of medical
breakthroughs can give people who need
medical help hope and despair, KAID-4.
10:00 p.m, Austin City Limits, ,The
~...\ ...; .
Saturday, February 18
3:30 p.m. Paint Your Wagon;
Marvin, Clint Eastwood, Jean Sevejg,
Story of partners on a gold mine and the
delicate wife they come to "share,"
KTRV·12.
-;00 p.rn, Good Guys Wear Black,
Chuck Norris, James Franciscus, Anne
Archer. A former Army officer leads a
special POW rescue mission in Vietnam in
which rescuers were supposed to die. Years
later, survivors are mysteriously being
eliminated, KTRV-12,
Sunday, February, 19
8:00 p.m, The Legend of Lizzie Borden,
Elizabeth Montgomery, Katherine
Helmond, Ed Flanders. New facts come to
light in this portrayal of the woman
aquitted of two axe murders in 1892,
KTRV·12.
11 :00 p,m. Monty Python's Flying
Circus, KAID-4. .
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Monday, February 20
9:00 p.m, The ShakespearePlays, "The
Comedy of Errors," Michael Kitchens,
Roger Daltrey. Novel rendition of
Shakespeare's theme of mistaken identity,
KAID-4.
Tuesday, February 21
8:00 p.m. Shampoo, Warren Beatty,
Julie Christie, Goldie Hawn. A Hollywood
hairdresser mixes business with pleasure
and watches his life fall apart, KTRV-12.
8:00 p.m. Nova, "It's About Time," a
quest for answers to time and space riddles
that have baffled scientists and busy people
since time immemorial, KAID-4.
"White Chicks" on stage
Mae, an ex-Texas cheerleader, played by Janet
Summers-Eskew. The ensuing collision results
in laughter, tears and wild escapades,
Ginger SCQttdirects the two-act play. Set
design is by Ben Day. LaRae Day is assistant to'
the director. Properties are under the
supervision of Eleanore Small.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Tickets are available
at $3.00 for adults, $2.50 for seniors and
students, at Mother Hubbard's, Mary Pinney's
and The Cutlery.
A Coupla WhiteChicksSittingAround
Talking, by John Noonan, will be presented by
StageCoach, Inc., Feb. 16 through 18 and 23
through 25, at The Women's Club, 300 Main
Street.
A fast-paced comedy about the flourishing of
two women's friendship, WhiteChicks features
Lynn Williams as Maude, a Westchester, New
York, Junior Leaguer, who doesn't answer her
phone on Mondays and doesn't get dressed on
Wednesdays.
Her precious privacy is invaded by Hannah
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Wednesday, February 22
8:00 p.rn. Silver Streak, Jill Clayburgh,
Patrick McGoohan, Richard Pryor, Gene
Wilder. A man on a cross-country train trip
witnesses a murder, but the only people
who believe he saw the body are the killers.
With the help of a small-time thief, he
battles the murderers to a smashing finale,
KTRV-12.
Thursday, February 16
5:00 p.rn. Afterwork Special, Linda
Rondstadt, Heart Like A Wheel, KBSU-
FM,9q.
Japanese brown bag
The Brown Bag Lunch at the YWCA will
feature history professor Dr. Robert Sims
speaking on "Redress for
Japanese-Americans," Feb. 24 at the YW€A;
Sims will focus on the question of
compensation for those who lost either property
or assets during the internment of
Japnese-Americans during World War II.
The program begins at noon, and participants
are welcome to either bring a sack lunch or
purchase a soup and bagel lunch for $2. The
discussion itself is free and will end by I'p.m,
Radio rave
Friday, February 17
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, David
Matthews, Grand Cross, KBSU·FM, 91.3. The Outdoor Activities Center is tentatively
scheduling aski trip to coincide with the
Northwest Regional Ski Competition at Mt.
Bachelor, near Bend, Oregon Feb. 24 and 25.
The trip costs $45 per person and there is a 12
place limit. It includes condominium lodging for
Feb. 24 and 25, transportation from Boise to
Bend, Oregon and to Mt. Bachelor, and a cross
country ski package.
Condominium facilities include a bathhouse
with lounge area, a wet bar, two jacuzzis and a
cedar sauna.
The Mt. Bachelor ski resort operates ten high
speed chairlifts and a summit lift to the peak. In
addition, there are 25 kilometers of machine
groomed, patrolled cross country trails.
Thedeadline for registration is Friday, Feb.
17. For more information or to register, call the
Outdoor Activities Center at 385-1455.
Saturday, February 18
7:00 p.m. TheHot Ones, Sheena Easton,
2 hrs., KFXD-FM, 95.
Monday, February 20
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Koko
Taylor, The Earthshaker,KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, February 21
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Hank
Crawford, Midnight Ramble, KBSU-FM,
91.3.
Wednesday, February 22
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Rosanne
Cash, Seven YearAche, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
. .
Onstage Jazz Fest continues
The BSU Jazz Festival continues Thursday
Feb. 16 with high schoolcompetition in the '
SPEC and concludes with an evening ,
performance by "Uptown Express" at 8: 15
p.m, in the SUB Ballroom.
Tickets for the Jazz Festival performance are
$6 and are available at the SUB, Musician's Pro
Shop and The Record Exchange. For more .
information about the festival, contact the B~U
music department at 385-1771 or the Student'
Union information desk at 385-1448.
Gordon Lightfoot will be performing at the
Pavilion March 28. Tickets for the concert will
not go on sale until March 2, and prices have not
yet been announced. .Bouquet: Hi-Tops
. Brass Lamp: Boys Town
Crazy Horse: Faux PaS
Red Lion Downtowner: California
Transfer
Rusty Harpoon: Maxi
Sandplper:ElJis Woodward.
Tom Grainey's: The Bob and Bill Show
WhlskeyRIver: Fanatics,
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Bonnie Cochrane Hirsch and Jane Newby,
two Idaho poets, will give afree reading on Feb.
16 at 7 p.m, in the Boise Public Library
Auditorium.
A native of Boise, Hirsch studied at Lewis
and Clark College and continued her education
at BSU. Her work has been published in Eight
Idaho Poets and various regional publications.
Hirsch's firsrbook, Reading the Weather, was
published in 1982. '
Newby, a legal-aid lawyer in Caldwell, moved
to Idaho three years ago from Wisconsin. Her
work has appeared in various publications,
including cold-drill and the Oregonian.
3ike touring workshop
Marvin Wood will show a slide series on bike
ouring in Holland on Feb. 28 at 7 p.m, in the
>JezPerce room of the SUB. In addition he will
lave a question and answer period on the dos
md don'ts of a successful bike tour in Europe.
Call the O.A.C. at 385-1455 for more
nformation.
)ne more show
The Idaho Repertory Theater Company of '
Boisein association with the BSU Department
of Communication will be presenting Tennessee
William's classic The Glass Menagerie Feb. 16,
17 and 18 at 8:00 p.rn, in the Subal Theater.
Tickets are $3.50 at the door. For reservations
:a1l338-1049.
,Paper works
The Art Attack Gallery will be showing paper
works by Lorna Obermayer through March 12.
The gallery is located at 409 S. 8th Street and is
open from 9 a.m, t05 p.m. Monday through
Friday. '
l
Suicidal Tendencies plays
S~icidal Tendencies, a hardcore punk band - Also appearing are Final Warning from
from Los Angeles, will play at the American Portland, Potato heads and Bad YoddJers from
Legion Hall, 1659 University Drive, Saturday, Utah, and two Boise bands; Septic Death and
February 18at 8:00p.m. Tyrants Reign. Admission is $5.00 at the door.
"Lonely Guy" should be
by Bill Barrett
The University News
A true sign of commercial film
decadence is blatant vulgarity intending to
be funny. This is true all too often of Steve
Martin's latest movie, The Lonely Guy.
For instance, Martin's potential girl-
friend Iris (Judith Ivey) pretends to have an
orgasm, every time Martin sneezed and five
minutes of sneezing was enough. When,
finally, Martin was all out of sneezes and
had to fake-sneeze, groans and yawns were
heard throughout the audience.
If Martin. and Ivey's holding hands
together under toilet stalls is even
facetiously funny, then I must be behind
the times.
But what about lonely guys? oh, lonely
guys aren't alone. They howl, like dogs in
moonlight, their girlfriends' names from
the roofs of apartment buildings,
They buy life-size lonely guy silhouettes
from the lonely guy's shop and stand them
up as party guests in their living rooms;
they buy ferns to hang around in their
apartments because ferns can't "bloom"
like the love of a male-female relationship.
Movie~
Pizza Hut, located behind the gas station
on the other side of Capitol Boulevard on
University Drive, is the subject of this
week's pizza introspection.
Pizza Hut has two regular combos, the
"Supreme" and the "Super Supreme."
Ever-modest, the staff taste-tested the
Supreme, which was sliced into 12 sections.
The consensus at the News was mixed, as
everybody that had something positive, tp
say also had "but ... " following. Apparent-
ly the ingredients were not well mixed, as
comments ranged from "bland" to "over-
seasoned. "
The sausage was also the subject of some
controversy; while some staff members
extolled it, others referred to it as "mystery
meat." -
The crust was generaly thought well ,of,
with comments ranging from "tasty" to
If I can't remember Why.I laughed at all
while viewing this film, maybe it's because
the movie got so boring towards the end.
Steve Martin races against time and traffic
to stop his girlfriend's wedding before it's
over.
Martin finds himself joining suicide row
on top of the Manhattan bridge rail, where
masses of lonely guys ultimately wind up.
Cliches, stereotypes and more cliches. OJ
course there're cliches-sotherwise this
'wouldn't be a Steve Martin movie.
The question is, can Steve Martin films
conceivably get any better? Probably not.
I'm willing to bet this is probably the best
film Steve Martin has made so far and will
ever make.
I can't recommend this film but I can't
say it's not worth seeing on a boring
Saturday night. It's currently showing at
the Egyptian Theatre on a double bill with
Educating Rita. Lonely Guy is rated R,
Rita is rated PG.
Pizza Hut .shows variety'
one "soggy," The cheese, on the other
hand, was mostly considered "stringy"
with one dissenting vote. One staff member
simply described it as "better than I
expected. "
The large combo (Supreme) at Pizza Hut
costs $11.95, median in the price range of
pizzas tested thus far. The store is also the
home of the. often-advertized pan pizza,
which the U. News did not sample for
reasons of making fair comparisons.
Prices for other pizza sizes and styles
were not available.
'That's All' not enough
by Edith Decker
The University News
Genesis' new video, "That's All"
features a ghetto backdrop with authentic,
dreary, dusty clothing and multi-level
platforms. The entire number is filmed
from this setting.
The video was filmed in color but might
have been filmed in black and white for a
, better, dingier, bleaker effect.
There are two other things that are out of
, place in the video. First, we have a dusty,
Oliver Twist sort of setting and perfectly-
polished instruments on the different-
platform levels. We also see two doves
which fly in,out of nowhere and for no
particular reason.
They appear twice and are never seen
again. Itwas interesting to look at, but they
were conspicuously out of place.
With all the interesting possibilities of the
prominent song, "That's All," and with
Phil Collins' talent for drama and imagi-
nation, I thought the video was rather
mediocre.
It had no story line, no action-In fact,
little besides and interesting setting and a
good song and singer.
Black film festival at BSU
The .1969film Putney Swope will lead off
the BSU Black Film Festival, showing
Friday, Feb. 17 in room 112 of the
Education Building at 7 p.m, Mel Brooks,
Allen Garfield and Alan Abel starin the
irreverent and sometimes hysterically funny
satire of various American sacred cows.
On Saturday, Feb. 18, the festival will
.present three free films: The Sky isGrey,
which is the story of a young black boy in
rural Louisiana in the early 194Os,IHave A
Dream: The Life of Martin Luther Kirig,
, and A Well-Spent Life, the exploration of '
" black culture in rural Texas through the life .
of 75-year-old Mance Lipscomb.
Chisolm: Pursuing the Dream and Right
On! will close out the festival on Sunday,
Feb. 19. Pursruing is the documentary film
about Congresswoman Shirley Chisolm's
battle on the campaign trail for the 1972
presidential nomination. Right On! is the
independently-produced, powerful tale of
three young, activist black poets in Harlem.
Showings each night begin at 7 p.m, and
tickets for Fri. and Sun. nights are $2.50
.general admission, $I for senior citizens,
BSU students and personnel. The festival is
sponsored by the Student PrograrnsBoard.
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BSU pool attracts fitness conscious students
by Jeff Morris
TheUniversityNews
Over the past few years, aerobic sports
have become more popular with BSU
students. Although running appears to be
the favorite activity of the fitness conscious
studentry, some spend their time in BSU's
swimming pool.
Figures provided by Terry Spitzer show
that pool use accounts for nearly one-third
of the people counted using BSU's
recreational facilities.
During the fall'83 semester, over 29,800
people used the facilities, and about 9,500
of them were in the pool, according to
Spitzer. The patron count does not include
those in the swimming, kayaking or scuba
diving classes.
According to Dr. Bob Murray, BSU
exercise physiologist, swimming can offer
better aerobic conditioning than running
without the same painful effects.
"With running,you bang your bones
every step you take," said Murray, "but
with swimming, you're in a situation where
the effects of gravity are reduced and
consequently you can train a lot harder and
a lot longer than you can running."
With swimming it's not as easy as
running to calculate the number of calories
burned. Murray said this is because of the
variables involved. How hard and how long
you swim are factors, but so is the
efficiency of the swimmer.
"If you're a poor swimmer, you're going
to burn a lot of calories going nowhere,
basically," said Murray.
The BSU P.E. department offers a series
of swimming courses for students un-
confident of their swimming skills or are
interested in improving their efficiency in
the water.
Swimming I, the beginner's course, is for
those concerned with basic stroke
mechanics and not increasing -their
endurance. Taught by Aquatics director
Jean Boyles, the class also covers CPR and
other lifesaving techniques.
Murray teaches Swimming II and HI for
the swimmers who want to improve
endurance and technique.
He encourages prospective fitness
swimmers to take either II or III because
swimming in groups develops camaraderie
and the motivation to work harder. "I find
it next to impossible when I do my
workouts to swim by myself," said
Murray, "and to swim in a group makes it
lots easier."
"But for those who can't fit a swimming
class into their schedule, the pool is open at
certain times throughout the week. The
times the pool is open for recreational
swimming are posted outside the pool
office.
According to Murray, technique and
patience are the hardest things for the
beginning distance swimmer to learn. They
need "the patience to realize that it takes
awhile for those skills to improve."
"Swimming, for novices, tends to be
very fatiguing. It takes four times the
-energy to swim a meter than to run a
meter," Murray said. .
Something encouraging to the person
who is not in the greatest of shape is that fat
actually helps the swimmer. Murray said
that fat is bouyant and helps keep the body
afloat. .
Various strokes work different parts of
the body more than others, but Murray
believes that exercise of any sort tones the
whole body. "There's no such thing as
being able to 'spot-reduce,' " said Murray.
"If all an individual did was come into
the pool to flutter-kick because they felt
they had fat legs, their legs "certainly
wouldn't be the only things to lose body
fat," he added.
Just when you thought it was safe to go Into the pool, filter maintenance caused chemical
imbalance in the water.
Chemicals. create problems
by Jeff Morris
The University News
The BSU swimming pool was closed
between Jan. 13 and Feb. 5 because of
complications from annual filter main-
tenance, according to custodial super-
intendent Ron Robinson.
The problem was a chemicai imbalance
in the water, which Gene Lamott, fitness
consultant, said caused eye irritation and
dryness of the mouth.
When the pool opened on Feb. 6 the
chemicals were not balanced, but Robinson
said that a balance will be reached within
two weeks of the re-opening.
The pool was opened despite the
imbalance on the recommendation of
Frank Eisenberg of the District Health
Department. Lamott said watertight
goggles should be used to ward off eye
irritation. Lamott also recommends hair
conditioner under a swim cap to lessen
brittleness of the hair.
The problem occurred during filter
maintenence. Robinson said the water was
lowered more than it has been in eight years
to replace filter valves and valve seals. The
filter tank was also repainted.
The staff atthe physical plant tries to do
these repairs between semesters to save
patrons inconvenience. But when the pool
was refilled with city water, said Robinson,
the addition of pool chemicals produced
unexpected results.
According to Robinson, the pool stayed
closed so long because all chemical
analyses, performed by four different labs,
came. back with different results. It was
uncertain whether the pool was safe,
Robinson said.
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Leadership S.minar
for Student OrganizQtions
February 22, i984 ~~
~
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~
w-------------- "~
12:00 - 12:30pm Opening Session
~12:40 - 1:30pm
~
~
Goal Setting ~
Brainstorming for Ideas:
• 1:40 - 2:30pm Stress Management
) Fundraising
)-----------------------
; 2:40 - 3:30pm Recruitment ASBSU
Budget Preparation
)
)
)
)
Open to all BSU students and clubs
)
For more informction and to register,
~
~
~
~
. ~
~
~
~
~... ~ .4
)
~
~
contact the Student
Activities
Office,
)
)
)
)
)
)
second floor of the SUB
385-1223
AI~o: New' Balance 700:
Light weight/stable-designed for runners who train at a
fast pace. 'Exceptionally DURABLE outersole.
$59.95
Plus New Balance Running Apparel!
OUR prices are the same as THEIRS-so
for PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE, Service,
and wide selection, shop
Hours:
10-8 prn Mon-Fri.
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-6 pm
TheA~hlete's
~~OO~"
MI
new balance
460
~
:;.o'il ,',
;.:." ••.• ~A" ... ,
. .'..... .r. ._ ••
..... - .•. -
Men & Women
$49.95
new balance
.,. . .._" .' ".'~• '................. ". ,'!
Men
$16.95
When you
hit the road,
does the road
hit back?
The New Balance 460
keeps your feet from taking a
beating. The Recoil midsole is
light and springy for comfort.
And the durable 5uperflex
outersole provides exceptional
shock-absorption. 50 you can
hit your stride. Without getting
hit back.
With the New Balance 770.
A rare combination of for-
giveness and protection. The
reasons: a Nubalite midsolel
wedge and Fethalite horseshoe
that reduces overpronation and
absorbs shock so well that your
feet will shed tears of joy
Cole Village. No. 3772370
....._- --- .--.."--. --~-P-_'_-'_'_-_.__.__'._----.,~-._----_._---_ ...~-_._--'- . __ . _
�ampusbriefs catch a second wind for the night life ofBend.
If none of this has caught your interest
yet, how about watching and cheering on
the BSU Ski Team as the compete in the
Northwest Regional Collegiate Ski
Competition.
The cost for this weekend of winter fun is
a mere $45.00, so call the Rec Center at
385-1455 and reserve your spot before they
are all taken.
Em.ployrttent brief .
Student services seeking CoordinatorVolunteers needed
Student Special Services is presently
seeking to fill the position of Student
Tutorial Coordinator . The range of
responsibilities include: interviewing and
processing materials for students seeking
tutorial assistance; recruiting tutors from a
wide range of majors; updating tutorial
information brochures and -preparing
tutorial reports (semester and annual); and
maintaining regular hours in the Student
Special Services office for the purpose of
administrating the BSU Tutorial and
Referral Program under the direct super-
vision of the Administrative Assistant.
To qualify for the position, a student
must be enrolled as a full-time student at
Boise' State University; possess a
cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better; and be
eligible for college work-study program.
For further information and application,
contact the Student Special Services Office,
Room 114, of the Administration Building.
The Boise Ranger District of the Boise
National Forest is looking for volunteers to
plant bitterbrush seed on-deer winter ranges
near Arrowrock Dam; The district has
scheduled the planting for the weekend of
March 3 and 4 .. Tools will. be provided by
the district. Volunteersmust furnish their
own lunches and transportation. Anyone
interested in this project should .contact
Bob Carpenter at the Boise Ranger District,
344-1572.
'Course for nurses
A five-week course for registered nurses
interested in working in critical care units
will run Feb. 20 to March 23.
The course will include 84 class hours at
Boise State University and 40 hours of ...-_---, _
·clinical work at the following ·sponsoring
hospitals: St. Alphonsus and St. Luke's
regional medical centers, Caldwell
Memorial Hospital, and Mercy. Medical
Center, _
Julie Everitt, a critical care nursing
practitioner and president-elect of LesBois
American Association of Critical Care
Nurses, will instruct the class.
Cost for the course, conducted by the
BSU College of Health Science Continuing
Nursing Education Program, is $275 and
registration should be received by Feb. 10.
There will be no charge for staff from the
sponsoring agencies.
For further information, telephone
385-1195.
The Recreation Center is sponsoring a ski
trip to Mount Bachelor, Oregon for Friday,
February 24 through Sunday, February 26.
The ski resort offers unlimited skiing for
beginners to the most advanced powder
hound. Not only does Mount Bachelor
offer spectacular downhill skiing, but also _
has unlimited cross country trails available.
And when you're done with a day of
gorgeous skiing, you can head back to the
condominiums and relax in a jacuzzi, warm
up in a cedar sauna or just kick back and
The Shining
A Boy And His'Dog
Animal House
r
I~
We admit it. It takes a dif-
fe~ent kind of person to be a Peace
Corps volunteer.
We won't mislead you with
glowing pictures of exotic lands. The
hours as a volunteer are long. The
pay is modest. And the frustrations
sometimes seem overwhelming. But
the satisfaction and rewards are im-
- mense. You'll be immersed in a new
culture, become fluent in a new
language, and learn far more about
the third world - and yourself -
than you ever expected.
You'll also discover that prog-
ress brought 'about by Peace Corps
volunteers is visible and measurable:
Such as health clinics established in
the Philippines; Fresh-water fish
ponds constructed in Kenya; roads
and schools and irrigation systems
built in Upper Volta; tens' of thou-
sands of people given essential skills
in farming, nutrition, the skilled
. .... "
INFORMA nON BOOTH:
Wed. - Thurs., Feb. 29 - Mar. 1 9:00 a.m, -4:00 p.m: S.U.B. Lobby
FILM SEMINAR:
Thurs, Mar. l' 7:00 p.m, - 9:00 p.m, Teton Room, S.U.B.
INTERVIEWS: - . .
Thurs., Mar. 1, 1:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m. Fri., Mar. 2, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m,
Career Planning&. Placement Office, Administration Bldg, Rm 123 _
Pick up and return your completed application to the Career
Planning &. Placement Office -before' your interview.
Feb. 17
Putney Swope-
Feb. 18
"fREE~lGf\1'
The Sky is Grey I Have
a Dream: The Life Of
Martin Luther King
A Well,Spent Life
Feb. 19
Chisholm:
Pursuing the Dream
Right On!
PEACE
CORPS
. $1.00 students, faculty,
staff, and senior citizens
$2.50 general admission
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PIRGgets over' naif of required signatures
ASBSU
SPRING
ELECTIONS
1984
Read about the candidates
and issues in
~
make up your mind;
and vote
ELECTIONS ARE
MARCH 20,.'21
by Kelly Love
The University News
Idaho PIRG in its second week of
petitioning has secured more than half of
the 3,300 signatures needed to show a
majority of BSU full-time students are-in
favor of an Idaho PIRG.
According to Brad Martin, a member of
the Idaho PIRG organizing committee,
. Idaho PIRG had received 2,100 signatures
after nine days of petitioning. Martin says
that another 200 signatures still out on
petitions brought the total as of Feb. 10 to
2,300 signatures.
Julia Lee Timphony, PIRG petitioner,
says that the drive has slowed somewhat
since Feb. I -when Idaho PIRG took its
petition to the students. According to her,
one out of every two students would
actually sign the petition in that first week.
According to Martin, that ratio has
slacked off since. "We averaged 18 to 19
signatures per hour in the first week," he
said. Idaho PIRG is now averaging ten
signatures per hour. Timphony thinks that
the slowing of students signing is because so
many have already signed it.
Petitioner Kelly Parsley is pleased with
the petitioning process. "They're (students)
curious, and I think that's a good sign."
She thinks the student's interest in the
petition is a sign that students want to be
involved and not apathetic.
Students appear mixed in their views
regarding the PIRG petition. Brent
Rightmeier said he signed the petition
because it seemed to him that Idaho PIRG
had a lot of good ideas. "If their efforts
down the road are anything like their
efforts in this petition, they should be able
to get some things done," he says.
Barb Guiles said that she didn't sign the
petition on thebasis that it required the
extra fees even if the fees were refundable.
Some students complained of being
approached by petitioners four or more
times, but student Shari Ward thinks the
multiple approaches are inevitable. She
signed the petition saying she felt it would
be a good thing for students. But students
Mike Chandler and Dan Currey say the
.petitioner's approach was one of overkill.
"I signed on the first day,''' said Chandler,
"but now, I'm not sure I should have."
According to Chandler he first saw Idaho
PIRG as a student organization. He now
has some doubts as to what they would
actually do and who they would benefit.
That's a concern of Doug Seely as well.
He says he hasn't signed the petition
because there are still several things about
the Idaho PIRG that he's not sure about.
"My major concern is the using of student
fees for things I might not want it used
for," he said.
Rightmeier feels that some of the
students who Won't sign the petition are
intimidated a bit by the idea. "They
probably haven't taken time to read the
petition and keep an open mind," he said.
Martin says that one difficult thing about
asking for the support of so many students,
is that a lot of them aren't used to being
asked what they think. "It's hard to reach
6,000 students and ask what they want."
'He says that one of the difficulties in
petitioning on campus is that many times
students don't have the time to look over
the material because of classes. Because of
that, Idaho PIRG has been entering the
classes and talking to students about the
Idaho PIRG. According to Martin,
professors for the most part have been
supportive of the idea.
Idaho PIRGs goal is to receive a majority
of the students signatures as sign of their .
support and then try and garnish support
from the campus including ASBSU and
other administrative bodies.
Martin said that striving for a majority
of the students support was their idea and
that there were other routes that Idaho
PIRG could have taken in illustrating
student support. "We actually have made
things harder on ourselves than was
needed," said Martin.
According to Martin, Idaho PIRG could
have avoided the extensive petition drive
and instead petitioned only a fraction of
student's support. With that support they
could have put a referendum up to the
students and the students would vote.
Martin says that Idaho PIRG decided to
petition for the majority of the roughly
6,000 full-time students on campus
because, "we felt we really wanted to have
strong student support."
No specific deadline has been established
for the completion of the petition drive.
Martin says he hopes to have it wrapped up
by the end of February which he says is a
real possibility in light of their current
progress. If for' some reason, however,
Idaho PIRG does not receive its majority,
the organizing committee will have to
discuss whether or not to continue the drive
until the signatures have been acquired.
Martin is optimistic that the additional
1,000 signatures will be gathered. Once the
petition is completed, Idaho PIRG will
present its findings to ASBSU and others.
and then submit the findings as well as
recommendations to the State Board of
Education. Glen Goffin collects PIRG petition signatures In the BSU Library foyer. Photo by Ru'.! P.Markus
Students interviewed
by Valerie Mead
The University News
15-18 and includes three days in Wash-
ington. D.C .• a three-day intensive intro-
duction to Japanese culture in Stanford
University and a 10 week stay with a
Japanese family.
Janet Martin. whose daughter' was
awarded a Senate scholarship in 1983. said
the scholarship also includes expenses for
three yearly follow-up meetings in San
Francisco. where students give pre-
sentations on their experiences and what
they learned.
Martin said her daughter learned a lot
from the trip, and.had also picked up quite
a bit of the Japanese language during her
stay.
- Geunthner said that a similar scholarship
,J!rogram has just been started to send
, students to Germany, and the first students
will be exchanged in 1985.
YFU has. exchanged over 100,000
students since it was begun, Guenthner
said. and about 7,000 students participate
, annually.
Guenthner said that the students are in a
horne stay situation. where they are
expected to attendschool and participate in
family activities. The U.S~ Japan' Senate
Scholarship Program is three years old.
Youth For Understanding, a student
exchange group founded in 1951 as an
international cultural exchange organ-
ization. held interviews in the SUB last
weekend for their Japan-U.S. Senate
Scholarship program •.
YFU currently offers exchange programs
to 24 ·countries. While most of the
programs are sponsored by private industry
or paid for by students. according to Dan
Guenthner. YFU representative. the U.S.-
Japan Senate Scholarships are funded by
.the government and pay for all expenses.
The Senate Scholarships send two
students from each state to Japan to
promote goodwill and cultural exchange
between the two countries. In the selection
process, each high school in the state
nominates one student. The nominees are
then narrowed to 12 semi-finalists.
The semi-finalists are interviewed twice,
once singly and once as a member of a
'six-person .group, From the interviews, a
panel of five Judges selects two finalists and
'two alternates for the trip.
The program is open for students ages
12 The University News Wednesday., February IS s .1984
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Classified
, .
FOR SALE: woman's 3-wheel carry-all
bicycle with large basket, canopy. $150
firm.' Call 342-2236 anytime.
CHEAP-FIAT Engine part for an X-19
or 128. i have the whole engine, will sell
parts separately or all together. Contact Joe
at 365-4491.
Female apartment mate. Private room,
some furniture. Call 384-5764. $108 per
month ..
MOTHER'S HELPER-beginning last
week in June. Single, non-smoker, non-
drinker, with driver's license, responsible.
Early 20's for 3 child family, 1 hr. north of
New York City. 10 min. to LDS church.
Minimum I yr. $IOO/week plus airfare.
Send letter with background and 3
references to: D. Braz, 14 WhitIaw Close,
Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514.
Furnished one bedroom with private
bath. Free laundry, utilities, and meals
included. Beautiful home with private yard,
excellent location $250/month. 322-4195.
$100 off deposit. 2 bdrm. townhouses,
I Y2 bath from $260. Swimming Pool &
Laundry Room. Adult Living. Scandia
Apartments. Call 345-5321.
THOUSANDS will be there! South
Padre Island, Texas for Spring Break only
$98.00 per person in new deluxe on beach
condos with pool. Limited space available.
CALL SUNCHASE TODAY TOLL FREE
1-8~321-5911.
DON'T MISS OUT! Spring Break skiing
in Steamboat Springs, Colorado for only
$158.00 per person for a week. Deluxe ski
in/out condos with athletic club, lifts and
parties. CALL SUNCHASE TOLL FREE
TODAY 1-80-321-5911.
Fireside Inn: The place to kick back and
relax. Happy hour 4:30-6:00 weekdays,
special price on pitchers & drafts. 31st and
State behind the Texaco.
BIG BROTHER IS COMING to the
Bookstore. March 1st.
LOW LOW PRICES ON.TAPES ... TDK
SA-90 $2.59, MAXELL UDXL-II90
$2.69, many more. Fast service, full
money-back guarantee. For freee catalog
send self-addressed envelope to: American
Tape Wholesalers, Box 6433-8, Clemson,
SC 29632. .
WANTED: waitresses, waiters, dish-
washers, and cooks. 2· years experience
required in a dinner restaurant. Come in
between 3 & 5 p.m, to fill out application.
Motherlode Restaurant.
WANTED: Success-oriented, - self-
motivated individual to work 2-4 hours per
week placing and filling posters on campus.
Earn $500-plus each school year. 1-800-
243-6679.
Start your own business. Exciting, New,
Video Tape Exchange Club with 15,000
tape library, SOcent exchange fee'.per tape,
plus purchase you own demo- VCR-for
$139. Distributors _needed immediately.
Call now for info, 362-2726, wkdys 10-6.
Blood donors need for research studies.
Please contact Louise (338-7250, or Dr.
Nielson 336-5100, ex. 7418).
Complete, Howard theDuck comic book
collection, $125. BiII-345-3971.
ANTIQUES ARE UNIVERSAL at
Universal Antiques. ,336-7616. 2115
Kootenai:' .
SYLVIA by Nicole Hollander
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The Real Puzzreu s~tcheck The Real Puzzle'"Solution
by Don Rubin
Your crowning achieve-
ments .!wuld have included:
1) KingCrsb .
Z) (Davy Crocketi) King of
the Wild Frontier -
3) Nat King Cole ("Chest-
nuts roasting on an open
fire," and "Mons Lisa.
Mons Lisa")
4) Stephen King
5) B.B. KIng
6) (boxing promoter) Do.
King ,
7) Old King Cole
8) The KIng and I (or King
of Siam. Yul Brynner)
9) Blllle Jean KIng
10) Martin Luther KIng, Jr.
11) Burger King
12) King Kong (the Empire
State bulldln~)
Crowned:t· : :~..~.~ :. ... .~.... '~.j."'.. . .
• •• •• •.~.. .... ..~... . .. ...·.., .
• •• ••••••
· · ··0· · · ·D·· ... ·.. .' ..::.~...:,.
o • • •·. .0...· ... :·11:
• •• •••
In the example below. the
spots are spiraling Inward.
clockwise. from the upper
left-hand comer. The spots go
around the spiral 'in a 1·2, 1·2
pattern. Therefore. each of
the larger stars must be cov-
ering a spot. •
• •••• ••
• ••• •• • •• •
• ••••••
..".. '.,.".·. ... .
• •1f.. •,... .....•.,.,~... .,..".. ,...
•• ••••·..~ ..,..• •••• •• • ••
There's a dUferent pattern
to the background spots
behind each of the graphics at
the right Please determine
how many IPOts arc covered
by the:
_SfflIItU
_HIIIDI
_ ~1t1t'WI
_ HIIIDIH~KE
•• • •
..".I .", I - '. - ;.- • ' .• : ':, o."." •• :~ •
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Stephen F. Lyon
Symbols are not authority research groups, such as IdahoPIRG areout of place in our society. The power andabsolutism of corporata arid government
are our reality; individual freedom is a mere
ideal.
More on play
This' letter is in response to the' letter .
written by Retta Swartzendruber, Steve
Billings and their anonymous pals in the
Jan. 26 edition of The University News.
The plays Laundry and Bourbon and
Lonestar (the latter by the way was
mispelled in your letter, tut, tut) were given
an honest review, Miss Mead clearly stated
at the beginning of the review that it was a
dress rehearsal.
Anyone who' knows anything about
theatre also knows that a dress rehearsal is
a complete run through and is to be
performed as if there is an audience
Miss Mead supported her criticism well
and since both plays 'were previously
performed in Ashland during the summer,
sufficient improvements should have .been
made in Boise. Perhaps some improve-
ments were made, this I do not know.
However, the reviewer clearly stated the
drawbacks, as any good critic should, and
she stated that both plays were well worth
seeing.
I cannot excuse spelling errors, but since
this bothered you so much, you could have
at least spelled Lonestar correctly. You. also'
stated there were errors in style but gave no
evidence to' support that statement.
'Until you can spell correctly and support
all your criticism,' I suggest to Retta, Steve
and "pals" to enroIl in a Reporting and
Newswriting course.
Lisa Monaci
History Major
A professor's authority in the classroom should come from his. or her knowledge of the
subject and teaching abilities--not from a professorial symbol such as robes.
Wearing robes is fine in and of itself, one certainly has the right to dress as one chooses.
But, the reasons for wearing traditional teaching robes to class raise some questions.
Philosophy Professor Andrew Schoedinger said that he wears the robes, in part, to let
the students and the community know that he is proud of being a professor. It is good that
Schoedinger takes pride in his work, but is this to imply that teachers who attend class in a
3-plece suit, a dress or jeans and a T-shirt are any less proud of what they do?
History Professor Patricia Ourada plans to wear the robes because it ,is "a scholarly
thing to do." Is this to imply that robes on a poor teacher will raise that teacher's salary
level? Should there be a dress code at Boise State University to raise the scholarly level of
the students? Just as with authority, scholarship comes from knowledge and abilities, not
dress.
And finally what will this mean for student/teacher relations? Philosophy Professor
Warren Harbison said that students "get out of your way" when walking the sidewalks
while wearing teaching robes. The educational process is best when there is a health
interaction among the parties to it. Anything that impedes this interaction is even the
slightest way should be avoided.
Absolutely not,
Julia Lee Timphony
PIRG Petitioner
Why not BSU?
An open letter to ASBSU President,
Recently, while thumbing through the
entertainment section of the U of I
Argonaut in the library, I saw that a great
band from Los Angeles called X was
playing for students in their sub ballroom.
My question is, Why don't we ever get
moderately priced bands to play on campus
for BSU STUDENTS?
Like some students, I cannot and will not
fork out $12.50 to see some corporate rock
band from a seat up in the stratosphere
level of that impressive parking garage we
students paid for, and lovingly call the
pavilion.
I'Il bet the U of I students had a biastlast
week when X played their campus for $5 a
ticket. That's entertainment.
Tool Mart We
3701 Overland Buy
343-1914 Tools
Good New & Used Tools
concept and .discreetly discourages any
fact-finding, organizing, etc., that may
illuminate oppressive, unfair, or para-
doxical governmental practices.
I refer to the organizers of IdahoPIRG;
these are students who. have not learned
how detrimental research can be to the total
power of our great nation.
Further, even an apparently harmless
project, such as a guide to bicycle repair,
could have devastating ramifications.
PIRG must realize that the bike shops that
overcharge and/or provide faulty service
are an integral part of the economy of our
community!
Truth seeking, student responsive
Letters
$2~OOoff
any shoe
repair
with this
coupon
PIRG ideals
Editor of The News;
How is our government supposed to
maintain its power if its citizens utilize the
system of checks and balances?
The Soviet Union understands this
How to have class between classes.
Indulge yourself ina warm cup of Cafe Vienna. Irs a light and 00-
namony touch of class. And just one of six deliciously difterent flavors
from Ceneral Foods" ......-Iriternational Coffees. ~ " -
GENERAL FOODSilll INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
~
.. ,_ .....
eGeneral Foods ColponIIIon 1983
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must schedule their proper test and test
time by calling 385-1601 arid ask for
Darlene Pline.
Dear Stiff,
Have you tried putting ice in certain
articles of clothing belonging ,to sour,
teachers? This tends to make a soprano out
of anybody.
Of course, there are also the usual tricks
to get a human response from an often-
thought, inhuman critter such as a pro-
fessor.
You could put tacks on the stool, hide
slimy beasties in often-opened drawers, (If
you could get your hands on a rattlesnake,
that might be effective.) or there's the old,
hook up a 14-volt battery to the lecturn
trick
If you're electronically-minded, batteries
are a neat addition to any boring pro-
fessor's coffee cup as well.
When the professor is completely
incorrigible, you'll have to learn to stay
awake in class despite the monotone. I have
several tricks for that, too.
My immediate thought is to imagine your
professor in some sort of odd occupation,
. say, bellydancer-or toy salesman or payed
assassin (and you thought they were paid
assassins).
They also can be wearing some sort of
peculiar clothing: a silver nose ring,
Groucho Marx glasses and a leather jock
strap, for instance. Or imagine them after a
sex change operation.
You can also go with the old standbys for
"'keeping awake, several six-packs of Coke,
toothpicks for the eyelids and a cold shower
before and after the class.
By the way, if you would have checked
out your teacher before you took the class,
you could have avoided the dreaded
hum-drums. You owe your present
condition to no one but yourself (you fool,
you fool).
. t
Noise workshop
Naming contest The team to beatA workshop on the problems of recog-
nizing, measuring and controlIing industri-
al noise will .be conducted by the BSU
Safety and Health Consultation Program
on Feb. 25.
The workshop for industrial managers
and safety personnel will outline the basic
principles of noise reduction and control
and provide information about noise
consulting services available.
The fee is $20 and includes materials and
lunch. Registration is limited. To register,
send a check payable to BSU to: W.D.
Small, Room S-110, Boise State University,
1910 University Drive, Boise, 10, 83725.
,For more information, call 385-3303.
Announcing the first 'ever "Name the
Troubleshooter .Column" contest. Here's
your chance to have a say in the renaming
of the "Ms. Bronco Column." '
Contest deadline is Feb. 29. Entries must
include name, address and phone number.
Entries must be taken to The "niversity
News office, second floor of the SUB.
Winning entrant will receive a compli-
mentary dinner for two at Red Robins.
Entries will be judged by The University
News editorial staff and in case of
duplicated titles the winning entry received
first will be awarded the prize,
Weber State University is the team to
beat, according to BSU officials. Dave
Mendiola, BSU sports information director
says that Weber State is so strong as a team
and has such a deep bench, that they are the
team to beat.in the Big Sky this year.
According to coach Dye, the conference
is very balanced this year. "If I had to pick
one team, I'd pick Weber State, with the
University of Montana right behind them."
Dye was very impressed with Montana
State, and says Idaho State is playing very
well at home.
"I'm not shooting to win the conference.
I'm shooting to win the next game each
time we go out there," Dye says. "When
you say things like that, people think you
aren't trying to win, but I think if you look
too far down the road in your mind, you
don't take care of the immediate problem."
There isn't a real pressure to win here,
" according' to Dye, "the pressure comes
more from within." The fans here are used
to seeing losing basketball, that's why
they're so quiet, says Dye. That's why the
pressure has to come from within.
Fund activitiesTest dates
The Counseling andTesting Center will
conduct the. following tests throughout the
academic year:
• American College' Test, Exam date:
March 31 and June 9, Registration dead-
line: March 2, and May 11.
• Proficiency Exam Program, Exam date:
May 3-4, Registration deadline: March 26.
• Graduate Management Admission Test,
Exam date: March 17 and June 16,
Registration deadline: February 13 and
May 14.,
• Graduate Record Exam, Exam date':
April 28 at the College of Idaho, June 9 at
BSU, Registration deadline: March 23 and
May 4.
• Law School Admission Test, Exam date:
March 3, Registration deadline: February
2.
The Counseling and Testing Center also-
administers CLEP (College Level Exam-
ination Program) tests throughout the year.
These are, given on the first and third
Tuesday of each month. Students interested
The Idaho Heart Association is now
involved in fundraising activities. Students,
faculty and staff are invited to participate.
A variety of options have been suggested
for individuals or groups, such as finding a
sponsor for an activity like skating, skiing,
running, walking, swimming, jumping rope
- any health-related activity including
dances. The Heart Association will help
publicize an "event and provide literature
about fund-raising.
Two activities arranged for those who
would like to join in are "A Skate-for-
Heart," on April 23, 1984, and "A Jump
Rope for Heart," on March 17, 1984.
The Heart Association uses funds for
research in heart disease, its prevention and
treatment and community and professional
"education. The Heart Association teaches
courses in CPR, which prepares people to
assist heart attack victims.
For further information contact the
Idaho Heart Association at 384-5066, or
June Porr, 376-9184.
Miss Bronco
Teacher problem Your very own
Cokaholic,
toothpick-propped,
battery-equipped,
Miss Bronco
Dear Miss Bronco,
How do you combat teachers who speak
in monotone? Signed, Bored Stiff,
YOUMONEY WHILE STUDY!
1'[J ALL ElsifSTUDENTS
STAFF & FACULTY ON,
::::~ =; ;'=~gg2 $11.00CASH
'/
Regular Price 51595
with discount only" ,
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IN ARMY NURSING YOU KEEP,
ADDING· NEW SKILLS.
It's important that you're treated with the dignity and respect accorded
an Army officer. And it's important to work in a modern medical center,
earn a top salary, and travel. But perhapsthe most important aspect of '
.Armv Nursing is the dedication to education. InAnny Nursing you have
the opportunity to attend professional' conferences, .p~,rsueadvanced
degrees .and study a variety of nursing specialties. ' .. ,
Ifvou're a student working on your BSN,orif vou.alreadvhave a BSN
and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, look
into Army Nursing. Stop by orcallusi "802..524..4092
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